We propose a novel algorithm for the retrieval of images from medical image databases by content. The aim of this article is to present a content-based retrieval algorithm that is robust to scaling, with translation of objects within an image. For the best result and efficient representation and retrieval of medical images, attention is focused on the methodology, and the content of medical images is represented by the regions and relationships between such objects or regions of the Image Attributes (IA) of the objects. The CBMIR employs a new model in which each image is first decomposed into regions. The similarity measurement between images is developed based on a scheme that integrates the properties of all the regions in the images using regional matching. The method can answer queries by example. The efficiency and performance of the presented method has been evaluated using a dataset of about 5,000 simulated, but realistic computed tomography and magnetic resonance images, from which the original images are selected from three large medical image databases. The results of our experiments show more than a 93 percent success rate, which is satisfactory. The index is used to efficiently locate signatures close to the query point. The matched images are returned to the user.
INTRODUCTION
Content-based image retrieval (CBIR) applies to techniques for retrieving similar images from image databases, based on automated feature extraction methods. In recent years, the medical imaging field has been grown and is generating a lot more interest in methods and tools, to control the analysis of medical images. To support clinical decision-making, many imaging modalities, such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), X-ray computed tomography (CT), digital radiography, and ultrasound, are currently available. For administrative, clinical, teaching, and research activities, medical image database systems are emerging as an important component of Picture Archiving and Communication Systems (PACS). Usually, in the CBIR system, for each image, a feature signature on its pixel values is computed, the signature serves as an image representation, the components of the signature are called features. A rule for comparing images is defined as retrieving images that match the given query rules from a large database of images. The main reason for using the signature is to improve the correlation between image representation and semantics. This is done by mapping one or several signatures to d-dimensional points in some metric space and building an index on all signatures for fast retrieval. A function such as the Euclidean distance is used for calculating distances between each pair of signatures.
The existing general-purpose CBIR systems roughly fall into two categories depending on the approach to extract signatures: The image-based search and the regionbased search. Some of the systems using the weighted sum matching metric, combine the retrieval results from individual algorithms [1] or other algorithms. [2] The signatures are extracted; a comparison rule, including a querying scheme and the definition of a similarity measure between images is determined.
In most of the image retrieval systems, a query is specified by an image to be matched. We refer to this as an overall search, as similarity is based on the overall properties of images. By contrast, there are also partial search querying systems that retrieve based on a particular region in an image. [3] A content-based image retrieval method named CBDIR, segmenting the teeth of dental study models (plaster casts of the dentition), exhibits varieties of malocclusions. [4] A medical and general purpose image retrieval (MGIR) method is used for retrieving medical and general purpose images from databases, robust to scaling and translation of objects within an image. [5] The Colorimetry-Based Retardation Measurement Method (CBRM) is a method in which each image is first decomposed into regions. A measure for the overall similarity between images is developed using a region-matching scheme that integrates the properties of all the regions in the images. [6] In a clinical decision-making system, more than a query by series ID, patient name, or study ID for images is needed. It is important and beneficial to find other images of the same disease and the same modality in the same anatomic region. [7] [8] [9] In a query, for example, methods focusing only on color, texture, and shape, do not show how to handle inter-relationships or multiple objects or regions. The Content Based Medical Image Retrieval algorithm (CBMIR) algorithm mainly focuses on spatial relationships. The main contributions of this study are as follows: 1. A method for efficient retrieval and representation of medical images based on Image Attributes (IA) 2. An effective method for examining the retrieval process in the MRI and CT medical images.
The CBMIR system is interactive and the user is allowed to correct the results of the segmented images. The user can identify and extract interesting images or regions from all segmented images. The user can even specify the class to which an image belongs. Based on the properties of individual regions and spatial relationships between such regions, the CBMIR system takes the responsibility of efficient storage, representation, and retrieval of images.
The rest of this article is organized as follows:
• A short presentation of the underlying theory on Image Attributes is presented in Section 2 • An approach to the CBMIR algorithm for medical images is discussed in Section 3 • The indexing and search method is explained in Section 4 • Feature vector and similarity measure are discussed in Section 5 • Experimental results are discussed in Section 6 • The conclusion and issues for future research are presented in Section 7.
ATTRIBUTE EXTRACTION METHOD
A collection of images is given; the appropriate representations of their features and organization, together with their representations in the database are needed, so that one can search for images similar to the query image.
The images are defined with their object properties and relationships between objects. The segmentation of CT and MRI images is in general very difficult and it is currently the subject of independent research activities. [1, 10] The image segmentation process is done under the supervision of related experts (i.e., a clinician). In the first step, the images are segmented after necessary edge detection, using a lowpass filter. By editing, deleting or correcting the insignificant segments, the experts provide the desired segmentations and shapes.
Different features are specified for image representation; the features and original gray-level images are stored in the database and used for browsing or retrieving the images.
The images are segmented into disjointed regions or objects. Figure 1 shows an example of the edge-detected form of a gray-level image, and the complete contourdetected image is shown in Figure 1a , and its corresponding segmented polygonal shaped components are depicted in Figure 1 (P1 to P4).
The images are classified into specific predefined anatomical pathology classes [ Table 1 ]. The classes are defined based on parts of the body (e.g., neck, head, etc.), or a part of the image (i.e., a region, an object, or a segment). They are classified into predefined classes, which correspond to the normality or abnormality of anatomical structures (e.g., hematoma, ventricle, tumor, etc.). The category is organized based on diagnostic and anatomical hierarchies. The experts have classified the images into appropriate anatomical classes by selecting their names in the class hierarchy. In this article, we focus on MRI and CT images, and the effectiveness of the proposed method is illustrated by looking at the image content, its representation, and retrieval. Figure 2 illustrates four representative images of these classes. However, the proposed method can be applied to other kinds of medical images too.
CBMIR ALGORITHM
Based on closed contour correspondence, the images are segmented into dominant image objects or regions, and then the image components are labeled by domain experts [ Figure 3 ]. The classes of images are characterized by certain objects (e.g., liver, body outline, spine for CT or MRI images of the skull, abdomen, ventricles for images of the head etc.). For almost all of the images of the same class such objects are presented. The unexpected and additional objects are identified and classified into classes such as tumor, hematoma, and the like.
Three databases are implemented in this study: This is followed by the number of components and feature vectors of the images, which are saved in database Dv.
Step 1: CBMIRs algorithm for creating the Dv database: for k=1: N */ N is the number of images in database Dd read image k; */read the kth image from database Dd for I=1: P k */ P j is the number of components of the k th image read i; */ read component i, from database Ds (i.e., Step 2: CBIR-Ms algorithm for query matching: input Q; */Q is the query image, segmented into closed contours form find F q ; */ calculate the feature vector of query image Q, like step 1 for J=1: N */ N is the number of images in database D d compare Q; */ search for the most similar images in database D y */ (compare number of components and feature vectors) report similarities; */ report partially or completely similar cases. end;
All the images in the database are normalized into 400 × 400 pixel size images, to reduce the fuzziness of the attributes.
Two images are compared by the system for object similarities and their relationships, and outcome results are evaluated by referring to instructions of the radiologists.
INDEXING AND SEARCH METHOD
The images are coded with character strings of a length of six characters, as shown in Figure 4 . For locating an image address in database Dd, these six character string codes, which are called class-codes, are used.
To search for the feature vectors of the components in databases Dy, string codes with the length of eight characters are used [ Figure 5 ].
A special tree search technique called component feature codes (CF-Codes) is applied; the feature vectors are looked for by using a tree-based searching technique as displayed in Figure 6 .
For example, a query image is given and its CF-code is extracted by the system, as shown in Figure 7 , then the searching process will be followed through the nodes of the tree, as marked in Figure 6 .
An appropriate software system is provided, every time a query image is given to the system, and the following steps are taken: 1. Image is segmented into components 2. The number of components is found 3. Contours of the components are detected 4. Signatures of the components are found 5. The feature vector of the components is computed 6. The class, sub-class, and sub-sub-class are suggested and class-code is extracted from database D d 
FEATURE VECTOR AND SIMILARITY MEASURE
Features are extracted as follows: Let I be the Image, V f be vector defined for feature f, then function between I and V f is defined as (1) .
For any extracted feature there exists a feature vector into which the images are mapped. All images are known by their related feature vector. Therefore, too many feature vectors have to be supported by the image database system, while different measurement strategies can be applied. There are different metric functions for determining the similarity degree of the images with each other. A metric vector is defined as a tuple (V f , M f ), where V f is a set of features and M f a metric for calculating the similarity between a pair of given features V f , as follows:
Where V f × V f is the Cartesian product between the features of the same vector.
Such that: 1. M f (x, y) ≥ 0. Non-negativity 2. M f (x, y) = 0, if and only if x = y. Identity
If a linear combination of different metrics and many features are used, then better comparisons are expected to be achieved: -Let E f be the feature extraction function of a feature f.
-Let x,y ∈ I be images.
-Let M f be a metric in the feature space V f .
If the importance weight is defined as W f , and linear combination of metrics as M f , then the similarity function of features is defined as:
Whereas in this study, the number of features in each feature vector is eight, therefore:
Measures can be evaluated using distance functions, and it is important to determine the most suitable function for each type of feature vector. The following metrics have been experimentally evaluated. Let H, H′ be vectors, both with M elements, and H m be the m th individual element.
Euclidean distance is used to evaluate distances in n dimensional vector spaces,
In this study, the number of the elements in vector M is set to be eight features.
Ten of the most similar images to the query images are selected from database D d . Between thses ten selected images, the most similar image is found by using the Fourier descriptors method as follows:
The Fourier descriptors can be used to match similar shapes even if they have a different size and orientation. If a(f) and b(f) are the FDs of two boundaries u(n) and v(n), respectively, then their shapes are similar if the distance, is small. The parameters u 0 , a, n 0 , and θ are chosen to minimize the effects of translation, scaling, starting, points, and rotation, respectively. If u(n) and v(n) are normalized so that ∑u(n) = ∑v(n) = 0, then for a given shift n 0 , the above distance is minimum when 
Where: a(k)b*(k) = c(k)e j-k , Φ= ∆ -2πn 0 /N, and c(k) is a real quantity. These equations gives a and θ 0 , from which the minimum distance d is given by
The distance d(Φ) can be evaluated for each Φ = Φ(n 0 ), n 0 = 0, 1,…,N-1, and a minimum search to obtain d. The quantity d is then a useful measure of difference between the two shapes.
The image with minimum difference is reported as the most similar image to the query image.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
A dataset of about 5,000 simulated, but realistic computed tomography and magnetic resonance images (MRI) is used. In the medical field, there is a great amount of anatomical information gathered during the past centuries, which is well accepted by physicians and radiologists. The original images are selected from three different and large medical image databases, such that almost all classes of the category 'anatomical pathology' [ Table 1 ] are covered.
As an example, a query image is given to the CBMIR's software system and the features are extracted as shown in Table 2 .
The feature vector of the query image is compared with the feature vectors of the images in the dataset. The Euclidian method is used to calculate the distances between the query image and extracted images. The most similar images are reported. In Table 3 , the features vector of the most similar extracted image is shown.
The two primary measures for evaluating the overall performance of a retrieval system are recall and precision. Recall is defined as the fraction of retrieved relevant images over the total number of relevant images in the database. Precision is defined as the fraction of relevant images retrieved over all the images retrieved by the system. The two measures are usually correlated in such a way that maximizing one deteriorates the other. For each query, the precision is computed and the accuracy of the method is measured. Our experiments on the CBMIR system illustrate that, the average value of precision is more than 93%, that is to say, more than 93 percent of the retrieved images are correct.
For example in Figure 8 , a query image with four components is shown [ Figure 8a ]. One of the extracted images by the CBMIR algorithm is image 2 with six components [ Figure 8b ], as we can see, four of the components are similar to the query image and two components are extra. It can be very noticeable for experts, from a diagnostic point of view.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we have proposed a novel content-based retrieval algorithm CBMIR, robust to translation and scaling of objects within an image. CBMIR employs a novel technique in which each image is first decomposed into components. An efficient software system is used for illustrating the signatures and computing feature vectors. CBMIR, unlike the traditional approaches, which are based on a single signature for each image, builds a set of eight signatures for an image and stores the set of signatures as feature vectors in a grid-structured file. Experiment results on real-life sets show that the retrieved images by CBMIR are semantically more related to the query image than those retrieved by similar algorithms. In this article we have shown that the CBMIR system works efficiently and effectively for medical applications.
In future studies, we have planned to work on applying this technique to different types of large and very large medical and biomedical image databases, which will be presented in our next article.
